
I am not a blogger. I am not a curator. I am not an expert. 

I happen to be part of the 27th DISKURS, an international festival for young performing arts set in Gießen, 

a city of about 77,000 inhabitants, which is organized annually by different students of the “Institute for 

Applied Theatre Studies”. 

In January 2010 we started asking ourselves what could and should be done within DISKURS. After 

reviewing a lot of material from the past years we realized that most of these festivals seemed 

interchangeable, representing similar procedures and artistic interests, even though they were claiming to 

push boundaries. We started doubting their representational frame, questioning their curational approach, 

their packed programs, the huge expenses for a few days of “event”, the pressure of wanting everything at 

once, but providing no time to reflect upon what was seen or what was done.  

We wanted to reset and give ourselves this space and time. Using the same budgeting usually spent for a 

“few days”-festival, we searched for an inner city space in order to set up a one-year-temporary-usage to 

explore the dynamics and mechanisms of festivals and performing arts within urban contexts. 

 The 27
th
 DISKURS has therefore been redefined into a “space in between”, a zwischenraum residing in 

the former „Bettenhaus Röhr“ (founded in 1889) as a durational performance, decelerating its pace. 

Rethinking festival as a “shared space”, which performs itself and is being performed by others, is to see it 

as a collaborative process instead of defining it as a commensurable product with representational “big 

names” for succesfull market placement. Since September 2011, one of our attempts is a monthly program 

being collectively curated and organized, therefore redefining the role of “the festival guests” as 

participants and performers themselves. By opening up the festival-frame, potentially everybody can alter 

the meaning of it by asking: What could and should happen with one´s own space and time.  

This is how I would like to perceive the field of “cultural management”: planning the unplanned, not 

knowing the outcome beforehand and questioning the idea that “culture” is graspable by concepts drawn 

from “management”. I would like to try and put it this way: festivals are “other spaces”, bringing people 

together, confronting them with their differences. Maybe they should not be mere “performing arts”-

festivals, should not represent homogeneous crowds, but rather interactions, interconnections, spaces in-

between. I believe we are in need of regarding “cultural management” and their festivals as artistic 

practices as well, as performing processes, able to adapt to the changing specific circumstances they are 

created in.  
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